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Abstract
In the wake of the German Civil Code (BGB), the codes of different countries of Western Europe include an apparently distorting requisite for an action in tort, which is the unlawfulness. This paper
aims to clarify its original meaning and the possibilities of accepting it in jurisdictions where its
law does not require expressly that element, including those of Common Law. Before moving directly into the problem, a clarification seems necessary for Common Law scholars, for this paper is
focused on a scientific European issue. In Common Law, it is debatable whether there is a general
tort law or different torts, but no matter the opinion of the different authors is , each tort is supposed
to have its own requisites. In contrast, in Continental Law, the trend is to establish common requisites for all torts (although it is distinguished between “normal” and strict liability), and to insert
subsequently nuances when dealing with special group of cases. This paper deals with one of these
general elements of an action in tort in some codified systems: the unlawfulness, but without rejecting its usefulness in Common Law jurisdictions.
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1. Introduction
Unlawfulness means against the law, but this is a purely formal approach. We need to give certain content to
that term. However, the task is not easy because the concept constitutes, deep down, a matter of philosophy of
law, and, anyway, has very possible different meanings in law. Let us take some examples just from private law:
-In some jurisdictions, the decedent has to leave a part of his estate to some relatives; to add up each relative’s
part, law usually takes into account gifts inter vivos. Let us imagine that a person who is in a wealthy situation
makes a lot of gifts, thinking that she has still enough assets to observe the law. Later on, because of a financial
crisis she comes into a very bad economic situation, so that the part left to her relatives in the will is not enough;
it can be said that the will is unlawful, but clearly in a very different sense to that which we are talking about.
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-Likewise, we can consider that possession in good faith is an unlawful act; but this is rather a problem of unjust enrichment. E.g., if a possessor in good faith has not caused any damage to the plot of land she possesses,
and, on the contrary, has improved the field in order to have a better harvest, tort law has nothing to say here.
But, depending on the jurisdictions, perhaps the possessor has to disgorge the fruits.
In the field of torts, what is fervently discussed is whether the unlawfulness requisite refers to the conduct of
the wrongdoer or to the result, i.e. the damage.
German scholars usually put the start of this controversy in the works of a 19 century criminalist, Adolf Merkel, and the very well known jurist Rudolph von Jhering. The background of the debate was the different conceptions of unlawfulness in which German criminalists of that age were developing and Hegel’s classification of
the different acts against the law was established.
Following his famous dialectic scheme, Georg W. F. Hegel (1770-1831) thinks that “existence in general of
free will is what is meant as law. Law is, therefore, in general, freedom as idea” (§ 29; thesis); such freedom
appears specially through property (§ 41) and contract (§ 72). But if particular freedom is opposed to universal
freedom, we are before unlawfulness (§ 82; antithesis). Finally, law is strengthened through the negation of that
negation, that is, through either punishment or redress of damage (synthesis; § 97): “The breach of law as law is
actually a positive being, external, but void in itself. The sign of its invalidity is the destruction of that breach…;
law as its necessity in itself—‘sich mit sich’—is achieved by the removal of its breach” [1].
In the field of unlawfulness (Unrecht), the idealist philosopher distinguishes among unintentional unlawfulness (unbefangen), fraud (Betrug) and crime (Verbrechen; § 83). In the first, distinctive of private law, the person is not against the law in itself, but his own will be thought to do what is according to law; the author gives as
an example the case that two people go to court because of the ownership of a plot of land, since both really believe they are owners (§§ 84-86).
Fraud means a particular will against the law, but making the other part believe that his particular will is in
accordance with the general will.
Finally, crime constitutes a particular will which attacks the general will and the particular will of the other
individual, and it is the genuine unlawfulness (§§ 90 ff; especially § 95); consequently, it seems that only the intentional act belongs to the field of criminal law, and that it is understood by many of the Hegelian criminal
lawyers.
In 1867, Merkel (1836-1896), with the intention of fixing what he considers as unlawful, analyzes Hegel’s
conception, and repeals it: “When we set up private unlawfulness against the criminal one, we should not think
of a grading of unlawful behaviors—since a lot of legal infringements, as, for instance, the majority of patrimonial
damages appear both as criminal and private unlawfulness-but in a distinction of the legal consequences of the
unlawfulness, that is to say, in different aspects of legal liability that can be founded in unlawful behavior”.
According to his judgment, any unlawfulness contains two aspects: a) a breach of the general will, made objective by the law; b) the imputability. “Law can be defined as a set of legal commands and prohibitions; unlawfulness, thus, as the breach of such orders and prohibitions. But these commands are directed at the will of an
imputable human being… Hence, the infringement of law is due to an offender’s infringement of his duty. But
there are only duties for imputable human beings and they are measured according to theirs capacities. There is
no duty to fulfill what is impossible for the human being, or to prevent and avoid what is unavoidable. Consequently, there can be no legal infringement in not preventing and not avoiding”.
Obviously, the action of a non-imputable person damages goods protected by law, but its valuation has to be
exactly the same as that of natural events; otherwise, “we should also consider wind and storm as acting beings
of unlawfulness”. Notwithstanding, the previous considerations do not imply that we cannot turn to self-defense
or other actions for the maintenance of situations according to law (e.g., the owner against the possessor in good
faith), because resorting to these actions does not depend on the other party’s fault [2].
Some months later in that year, Jhering (1812-1892) answered Merkel’s observations with a little work called
Das Schuldmoment im römischen Privatrecht (The Moment of Fault in Roman Private Law): “Anyone feels the
difference between the possessor in good faith’s claim of his own thing and that of the robbed person against the
thief. In the former case, we deal just with the existence of the debated right, and the defendant does not need
the blame of a legal infringement, conscious and faulty… in other words, the moment of the subjective fault is
irrelevant for this claim, which has simply as object the failure of correspondence to law of the defendant’s certain personal situation. On the contrary, the claim against the thief relies basically on the blame of his legal offence, e.g., conscious and voluntary breach of our right; the subjective fault’s moment is essential here, there is
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no theft without intention. In both cases we are dealing with the fulfillment of the plaintiff’s right; therefore, the
Court’s decision which recognizes and restores it puts an end to an unlawfulness in the offender and, to my eye,
there is no justified doubt that in both cases one can speak of an unlawfulness (Unrecht), to which the expression objective unlawfulness is recommendable in one case and subjective unlawfulness in the other [3]”.
The debate continues today, although German criminal law scholars are almost unanimous that unlawfulness
refers to the conduct [4]. In contrast, tort law scholarship is divided, but most hold the opinion that unlawfulness
is related to the damage and the result, for unlawfulness of the conduct is not according to the § 823’s wording,
since that point of view includes negligence in unlawfulness (§ 823: “Whoever causes damage either intentionally or negligently in an unlawful way to another person’s life, body, health, freedom, property or any other special right, has to compensate for the damage”). Besides, it reduces the potential damaged person’s possibilities
of defense: in the face of a diligent conduct, it will be impossible neither self-defense nor a claim of omission
(Unterlassungsanspruch). When the owner can demand the omission of a conduct or the removal of certain situation, the result of the conduct and the situation is always unlawful [5].

2. The Origin and Development of the Concept of Unlawfulness
2.1. Roman Law
To decide the above question, it may be important to have some overview of the history of the term unlawfulness. As mentioned before, the notion was created by German speaking scholars, but its roots are in Roman Law;
to be precise, in the Roman Lex Aquilia de damno (about the beginning of the 3rd century BC; it was, actually, a
plebiscitum and not a lex). It was later collected in the so-called Corpus Iuris Civilis, in particular, in three places: Institutiones 4.3, Digesta 9.2 and Codex 3.35 (formula in D. 9.2.27.5). Inst. 4.3 started by stating “Damni iniuriae actio constituitur per legem Aquiliam” (“the action for damages coming from unlawfulness was created
by the Lex Aquilia”), and the 12th paragraph of the Lex, the most important for the practice of the Modern Age,
for it regulated damage in general, required a damnun iniuria datum, i.e. a damage caused with iniuria (see also,
the same expression verbatim, D. 9.2.11.7; eod. 17; and especially eod. 49.1).
Iniuria (etymological origin of the English word “injury”) meant literally “unjust” or “against the law”, being
ius-iuris “law”, and “in” a negative prefix of Proto Indo-European origin. Yet, that meaning had many nuances
which, besides, changed with the evolution of the Roman language and law [6]. It is impossible here to handle
the manifold discussions about the issue and the different opinions. Therefore, based on the argument from authority of its supporters, I back up the interpretation of those who think that, in the very beginning, the insertion
of iniuria was to make clear that a damage was only to be redressed when caused on purpose (dolus malus, evil
intent); only over the years did the expression come to include negligence or culpa [7].
So, the act of the defendant was in accordance with the law when there was any ground of justification, especially, self-defense; as a matter of fact, Inst., eod., 2 says that “Iniuria autem occidere intellegitur, qui nullo iure
occidit. itaque qui latronem occidit, non tenetur, utique si aliter periculum effugere non potest” (“it is also understood as unlawfulness murdering by one who murders without right; therefore, the one who murders a thief is
not liable when he cannot escape from the danger in any way”; see also, among many other places, D. 1.1.3; D.
4.2.12.1).
Yet, it is difficult to accept that the requirement of evil intent was included with precisely the grounds of justification in mind, for these have no special chapter in the Corpus Iuris Civilis, a highly elaborated work, with
great influence from the Berito’s (today, Beirut) school, which made a much more abstract approach to Roman
law. Even in this work, the grounds of justification are scattered here, there and everywhere.

2.2. The Ius Commune Tradition and Its Corollary, the French Code
Whatever the meaning of iniuria in Roman law, legal writers of the so-called Ius Commune did not concern
themselves with iniuria in the Lex Aquilia. Once negligence was included among the elements of aquilian liability, iniuria, the evil intent, lost interest for lawyers [8]. Thus, in Bartolus’ (1313-1357) commentaries on the subject,
the word iniuria seldom appears, and there is no general treatment of the concept [9].
JacobusCujacius (Jacques Cujas), two centuries later (1520-1590), while studying the Lex Aquilia according
to the so-called mos gallicus, linked the concept iniuria with culpa, i.e. either intent or negligence: “In ea lege
iniuria significat culpa” (“in that statute, unlawfulness means fault”) [10].
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From the Modern Age onwards, private law in general, that is to say, Roman law, began to split and to go its
own way in each country. Nevertheless, most of the western continental private laws followed in the wake of
France. Jean Domat (1625-1696) and Robert Pothier (1699-1772) [11], the most egregious jurists of that country,
considered three elements were necessary to successfully sue an action in tort: a) damage (damnum), b) either
intention (dolus, délict) or negligence (culpa, quasi-délict) and c) a relationship of causation, although this element was almost unstressed. It is important to make clear that the expression culpa was used in three different
senses: a) as negligence; b) as intention and negligence together; c) or, finally, to refer to the blamelessness of
mentally ill persons and minors.
To conclude: The concept of iniuria was completely irrelevant. Intent and negligence were enough by far.

2.3. Modern Age, Rational Natural Law and Usus Modernus Pandectarum
For many years scholars of the German speaking area followed the teaching of the Ius Commune. But with the
Dutchman Hugo Grotius (Huigh de Groot, 1583-1645) and the German Samuel von Pufendorf (1632-1694) a
new era in continental philosophy of law began. Grotius’s foundation of natural law solely in human reason, either God exists or not or does not care about human problems [12], was the starting point of rationalism in law.
The success of his work was, the Netherlands apart, exceptional in the German-speaking areas (as a matter of
fact, he lived for some time in Germany). And, for these authors, almost all law can be deduced from certain rational axioms.
Applying those ideas to the issue in question, from the principle that an act can be against the law the whole
problem of its criminal and tort law effects could be inferred.
Grotius mentions the word iniuria several times in his already cited major work, but does not address the issue. Notwithstanding, in his Introduction to the Law of Holland he devotes some pages to the sources of obligation and includes crime among them. From his point of view “Crime is a doing or letting a state of affairs remain
as it was, when not allowed by its own nature or any statute [13]”, and “From crime can arise two obligations:
on the one hand, the punishment; on the other, the redress of the damage”. From these lines it has been affirmed
by Dutch scholarship that Grotius already had in mind the concept of unlawfulness, which was supposedly borrowed by Domat and later by Pothier [14].
In any case, the first author for centuries to devote some lines to the word iniuria was Pufendorf in his work
Elementorum jurisprudentiae universalis libri duo (first edition, 1660) [15]. In I, XVII, VI he asks himself “Iniuria quid propie?” (“What is properly unlawfulness?”), and answers in the next paragraph (VII) that “Ad injuriam quoque propie dictam requiritur, ut ex proeaeresi ea processerit”; that is to say, “Speaking properly of unlawfulness also requires that it comes from a free moral choice”. So, it is not unlawful to cause an injury through
an act of God, with the author adding some examples, and finally making the traditional distinction of the Ius
Commune between gross, light and extremely light fault (culpa lata, levis and levissima).
Many others philosophers of law pertaining to the rationalist school followed in the wake of Pufendorf.
Noteworthy among them is Christian Thomasius (1655-1728), who also affirmed that “Unlawfulness is the opposite of law and obligation, because who uses his own right does no wrong to anyone. And from unlawfulness,
i.e. refusal of law when someone was bound to act otherwise, arises an unlawful act against a fair obligation
[16]”.
The next and last noteworthy philosopher of law to be mentioned here is Christian Wolff (1679-1754), according to whom “It is called unlawfulness the violation of another’s perfect right, from which it is plainly clear
that unlawfulness is forbidden and naturally against the law”, and in the next paragraph adds that “Damaging
another is either breaching his perfect right or causing him an unlawful act; therefore, each injury means unlawfulness [17]” (sic).
In other respects, scholars of the German-speaking area started to explain positive law on a different basis and
method, with the emergence of the so-called Usus Modernus Pandectarum (“Modern Use of Pandectas”),
whose main characteristic was “the overcoming of the so-called ‘theoretical Reception’ (of Ius Commune),
which held the conviction that Roman law had general validity in the Empire of the Middle Ages as a consequence of the translation imperii” [18] (transfer of authority from Roman Empire to the Holy Roman Empire,
ruled by the Germans). Now the only sources of correct law were human reason and the power of the emperor
[19].
However, it is easily observed that both philosophers of law and writers on valid law, although appealing to
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natural reason, took the concept of unlawfulness from the texts of Roman law. The rational law texts mentioned
here are full of quotations from Roman law, with which these authors were highly familiar, although they commonly do not mention the source. Thus, for instance, in the field of tort, Thomasius wrote a small work called
Larva legis aquiliae, detracta actioni de damno dato.
This can be confirmed from a superficial glance on the scholars who dealt with tort and criminal law. Their
expositions were based, on the one hand, on the new philosophy of law, so that, little by little, the requisite of
iniuria was essential to define crime and tort; and, on the other hand, on the texts of Roman law.
It is impossible in these few lines to deal with this evolution in detail. Therefore, a quick overview of some of
the most important authors will be made, especially those who show the evolution most clearly. Furthermore, it
must be taken into account that sometimes criminal and tortious aspects of an action were handled together,
since in Roman law damage was a private crime, and those legislations and authors required a previous statute to
consider an act as criminal.
As mentioned, the starting point was the teachings of the Ius Commune. So, before the new ideas became
widespread, Wolfgang A. Lauterbach (1618-1678) asserted, under the heading De Privatis Delictis, that “Delictum (a word which here includes tort and crime) is an event voluntarily admitted against honesty and law… It
requires (1) an event… (2) that is voluntarily admitted, i.e. either intentional or negligent; the act of God is excluded [20]”. Nevertheless, in his major work, Collegium theoretico-practicum ad quinquaginta Pandectarum
libros while handling the concept of iniuria, he explained it thereafter by putting the words “intention” and
“negligence” between brackets [21].
But soon criminal and tort law authors included unlawfulness as a different requisite for an action in tort or
crime. Let us see a couple of examples. Georg A. Struve (1619-1692) wrote “Delictum in general is an event
unlawful in itself (in se illicitum) committed voluntarily against a prohibiting statute [22]”. For Johann G. Heineccius (1681-1741), “Actually, damage caused unlawfully is any decrease of assets made by a free man without any right to do so” [23].
Among the experts in criminal law stands out Johann S. F. von Böhmer (1702-1772), according to whom
“Crimes are any actions or omissions against the law, voluntary admitted [24]”.
When German speaking authors started to write in their mother tongue, they translated the word iniuria either
as Unrecht (unlaw) or as Rechtswidrigkeit or as Widerrechtlichkeit (unlawfulness), although the second is the
more used in legal language nowadays. At the end of this process, the last author of the Usus modernus Pandectarum, Christian F. Glück (1755-1831) wrote that “Damage can be brought about by a right-minded person
through unlawful (widerrechtlich) harm to another’s thing. Such unlawful (rechtswidrig) damage… is called
damnum iniuria datum [25]”.
Among the legislations, the Austrian Constitutio Criminalis Theresiana, from 1768, statute influenced by Johann S. F. von Böhmer [26], laid out in art 1, § 1 That “Crime is doing or not doing something against the law…”
(gesetzwidrig); and its art 81, 1 required that in case of self-defense (Notwehr) the attack was against the law
(widerrechtlich); the official edition of the Constitutio contained marginal notes in Latin, and, meaningfully,
translated the Latin injuste by widerrechtlich (“unlawfully”) [27]. And the Prusian Allgemeines Landrecht, from
1794, stated: “The person who unlawfully (widerrechtlich) causes damage to any one through an intentional
conduct, commits a crime”.
As to tort law, the same Allgemeines Landrecht (1.Theil, 6.Titel, § 16) considered that “Damage coming from
a conduct must be compensated only when the conduct infringes a prohibitive statute; or when the one who acts
has placed himself, through an illegal (gesetzwidrig) behavior, in the circumstances which have accounted for
the conduct”. Likewise, Zweyter Theil, 20. Titel, § 517 laid down that “Anyone has the right to avert the danger
of an unlawful (unrechtsmässig) damage that threatens him, his family or his neighbors, using means appropriate to the situation”.

2.4. The 19th Century and the Enactment of the German Civil Code
Therefore, at the beginning of the 19th century the requirement of unlawfulness for an action in tort and the use
of the noun Rechtswidrigkeit or Widerrechtlichkeit (and the adjectives rechtswidrig and widerrechtlich) was
very widespread among scholars and legislations of the German speaking area. This use was due in some cases
to the necessity to refer to the grounds which justify an apparent unlawful act (self-defense, necessity, etc), or
just for the sake of it, because it was a philosophical requirement. But saying that something is unlawful is a
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purely formal statement–not according to the law-which requires a material content, and that was exactly its
main flaw [28].
As advanced before, from the late 18th century onward German criminal scholars were of special relevance in
the development of the term unlawfulness. Their handling of the problem of self-defense, based on the Ius Commune’s commentaries, demanded that the attack which justified the defense had to be unlawful, an “unjust” aggressio or offensio [29]; the reason was to explain that self-defense against justified attacks of the police, or
against a landowner who repelled a trespasser on his land was not possible.
Criminal law authors tried throughout the 19th century to structure crime according to the principles of rationalism and positivism. This systematic study meant that by the middle of the century the elements of crime were
clearly established: action (including causation, which was by now well studied), unlawfulness and fault (the
latter in a very broad sense, which included intentionality, negligence and the so-called grounds of excuse, like
childhood and mental illness) [30], though contemporary authors usually consider the criminal law expert Franz
von Liszt (1851-1919) to be the greatest exponent of this trend [31]. The crime had, then, an objective part—the
fact itself-and a subjective one—the intention or negligence of the author. As stated before, current scholarship
normally explains this division because of the positivism of that age and the desire to follow the experimental
sciences method. Notwithstanding, not everything can be explained by that, since it is a first intuitive impression
in every one of us. Ius Commune criminal authors already distinguished between imputation facti and imputatio
iuris [32], and Common Law still distinguishes between actus reus—objective aspect-and mens rea—subjective
aspect.
Anyway, as to the issue dealt with here, the study of self-defense and other circumstances which justified the
apparent criminal conduct, led criminal scholars to deem that the function of the unlawfulness judgment was to
accept a group of circumstances that justified the apparently criminal action, and this still holds the vast majority.
To these elements Ernst von Beling [33] added typicity (the objective element of the crime: Tatbestandmässigkeit; in some way similar to actus reus).
From the civil point of view, the evolution ended up for the time being with the enactment of the German
Civil Code. Its §§ 226 to 228 regulate thoroughly self-defense, state of necessity and self-help (Selbsthilfe). Selfdefense requires that the attack is unlawful (rechtswidrig).
As to tort law, § 823.1 sets out that “Whoever causes damage either intentionally or negligently in a unlawful
way to another person’s life, body, health, freedom, property or any other special right, has to compensate for
the damage”. From our point of view, as mentioned earlier, the reason for the incorporation of the word “unlawful” was purely traditional and philosophical [34].

2.5. The Current Situation in Other European Jurisdictions
2.5.1. General
As it has been stated above, the concept of unlawfulness in tort law is a problem sparked off by German speaking scholars, and widespread by the German Civil Code (BGB). The huge influence of this Code has meant that
the Civil Codes of other jurisdictions of Western Europe have included this requisite in the action for tort. The
element of unlawfulness is incorporated–in order of enactment-in the Italian (art 2043), Portuguese (art 483.1)
and Dutch (BW, art 6:162) Civil Codes (CC). Notwithstanding, there were Civil Codes in the German speaking
area which had made reference to unlawfulness prior to the German one. The Swiss Obligationenrecht (OR)
from 1881 (which came into force in 1883) already contained an allusion to unlawfulness in art 50, and the Austrian Civil Code (ABGB) from 1811 also refers to unlawfulness in § 1295, although § 1296, the central element
in this sphere, refers only to fault (Verschulden), the translation of the Latin culpa. However, the influence on
the continental area led by France, comes from the German Civil Code, which is the culmination of the Pandectistic.
Other Civil Codes (French, Belgian, Luxembourger and Spanish) do not envisage this element, although in
some of these countries the issue is an object of debate, while in Common Law the concept is almost completely
unknown, except, perhaps, by the way of the grounds of justification .
In the case of some very well known European Projects of a European Civil Code, or at least of a unified tort
law, the Common Frame of Reference does not consider unlawfulness as an element of any tort on the grounds
that there is no consensus on what this term means, even in those countries whose Civil Code recognizes this
requirement [35]. In contrast, the Principles of European Tort Law mentions unlawfulness under the subject of
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self-defense (art 7:101).
As to the problem we are dealing here with -unlawfulness of conduct or damage-, the opinions of scholars and
Courts of different jurisdictions are manifold. They follow the German pattern only to a certain degree.
Starting with the countries whose Civil Codes require unlawfulness, but whose drafters did not address the
problem, in Austria the point of view of the most important scholar in this field is that unlawfulness refers to the
conduct, because “unlawfulness means nothing but the appraisal that there is an infringement of a norm. And
only human beings can act against legal norms, since they are exclusively the addresses of norms” [36].
In Switzerland the prevailing attitude seems to be that unlawfulness refers to the damage, although the topic is
pretty much discussed and the conclusions a little confusing [37]. So, for example, the Federal Supreme Court
has stated that “Therefore, causation of damage is unlawful when it infringes a legal duty because either an absolute right is violated (unlawfulness of the result) or a purely economic damage is provoked through a violation
of a particular norm of protection (unlawfulness of conduct). Unlawfulness means an objective violation of a
norm, and is missing when there is a ground of justification” (23 November 1990, BGE 116 Ib 367; similar, 18
March 1993 BGE 119 II 127).
In the Netherlands, the last country in Western Europe to include the need for unlawfulness, the topic was directly addressed before the enactment of sixth book of the Civil Code, and the general estimation is that “Only
improper conduct is illegal and can lead to liability under art 6:162” [38], emphasizing that the opposite opinion
“would lead to the absurdity that all injuries and property damages were unlawful [39]”.
In contrast, in Portugal, without any doubt, the term unlawfully (ilicitamente) was included thinking about the
result, since the legislator intended to protect only certain rights through tort law [40]. But part of the current
scholarship has shifted its meaning to the tortfeasor’s behavior, based on the reason that “if the agent acted according to the rules of traffic it seems incorrect to consider as present the unlawfulness (even in the case that
there is no ground of justification), simply because that behavior led to the result, as in the example of the driver
of a train who, driving correctly, kills a suicide who has put himself on the railway” [41].
Taking a completely different perspective, the drafters of the Italian Codice Civile, when writing art 2043,
which requires an “unlawful” damage, were thinking of the grounds of justification; this is plainly clear from a
reading of the Relazione del Guardasigilli (Minister of Justice’s explanation) [42]. However, the unlawfulness
issue has nowadays moved on in Italy to the problem of what kind of damages can trigger liability [43].
2.5.2. The Special Case of Spain
Taking into account that the author of this paper is a Spaniard, Spanish law will be dealt with here with a little
further detail.
Spain is probably the sole country in Western Europe where the requisite of unlawfulness is debated, although
it does not appear in its Civil Code (art 1902, which is, more or less, a copy of the French one: “Whoever, by act
or omission, causes damage to another through fault or negligence is bound to make good the caused damage”).
Even so, the debate is not naturally as deep as in the countries whose legislations do include that element.
The origin of the import lies in criminal law scholarship, which by the beginning of the 20th century had
started to speak of unlawfulness as a requisite of crime, influenced by German speaking scholars, and spread to
a large extent through Italians. The term chosen was a neologism, again through Italians: antijuridicidad, which
took the place of the traditional word ilicitud, the latter coming from Latin, and used in the rest of the Romanic
languages.
The new word soon grew in tort law, and was used in legal books to refer to the grounds of justification. For
decades the situation remained unchanged, with some exceptions [44].
An important moment in the development of the issue was an outstanding comment on art 1902 CC included
in a major work [45]. Scholars and courts have ever since paid more attention to the subject. The opinions
among legal authors range from those who reject such requirement to those who accept it with half-way theses.
Those who reject it hold the opinion that there is no limitation in our law as to the kind of damages to be redressed and that we already have the word culpa (fault) to refer to all the situations pretended by the new word
and do not need any further element [46].
In contrast, a large number accept this element and they usually think that unlawfulness refers to the damage.
The grounds are disparate, but the main ones are:
-It is in accordance with the historical precedents. As early as the Lex Aquilia, law demanded a damnum iniuria datum.
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-The literal sense of art 1089 CC (included among the sources of obligations, not in tort law), which states
that “Obligations arise out of unlawful acts and omissions in which intervene any kind of fault or negligence”.
-Unlawfulness is just the factor which bounds the field of redressable damages. The answer to why a pedestrian has no action for environmental damage lies in the fact that his damaged interest is not legally protected
and, therefore, since those damages have not caused the pedestrian the quality of unlawfulness, they are not
compensable, unlike, e.g. the owner of a building whose façade has been stained by pollution from a factory.
-The existence of lawful damages in our law, which bring about an effect different from civil liability. Thus, it
especially happens with the grounds which exclude unlawfulness, like self-defense [47].
The main half-way thesis holds the idea that it is possible to speak of judgment of unlawfulness if culpa or
fault is embodied in that concept. That is to say, if we consider that unlawfulness and fault are one and the same
thing [48].
In case law Civil Courts use the term “unlawfulness” now and again (e.g., 26 December 2014, RJ 2014\6902;
3 September 2014, RJ 2014\4944; 14 October 2008, RJ 2008\6913; 9 October 2008, RJ 2008\6042; 5 May 2008,
RJ 2008\2947-self-defense; etc.), especially in cases where the defendant has complied with administrative regulations on security, which the Court considers insufficient to avoid the qualification of the act as unlawful (e.g.,
12 January 2010, RJ 2011\305: noise coming from a marble factory which affects the neighbors, even though
the factory complied with the administrative provisions on noise; compare this with 18 February 2010, RJ 2010\
1286) [49]. In any case, the Supreme Court does not overstress the relevance of this element, it does not clarify
the difference between culpa (fault) and antijuridicidad (unlawfulness), and sometimes even insinuates that the
latter is not an element of any tort (e.g., 9 March 2010, RJ 2010\3787; 11 July 2002 RJ 2002\8247).
As to Public Administration’s torts, scholarship and courts, influenced by Italian authors, agree that “unlawfulness” refers to the damage. The reason is that our law sets up strict liability of Public Administration, so that
any damage caused by it is against the law, because “the citizen has no legal duty to bear it” (i.e. the damage)
[50]. Therefore, Administrative Courts, which are competent to deal with lawsuits for torts of the Public Administration, frequently use the term “unlawfulness” or “unlawful” to refer to damage (e.g., 27 April 2015 RJ
2015\1212; 23 March 2015, RJ 2015\1321; 16 March 2015, RJ 2015\1137; 9 March 2015, RJ 2015\1106, etc.).
After this overview, the question which arises immediately is: do we need a requisite which appears only in
some jurisdictions when Courts decisions all over Europe are to a great extent the same?

3. Unlawfulness of Conduct or Outcome.
3.1. Criticism of the Doctrine of Unlawfulness of Result
In the jurisdictions where there are only certain types of damages protected by tort law, it can be said that unlawfulness concerns the result, the damage. At the same time, if the conduct is against the law, it can be said that
it is unlawful (e.g., the attempt of crime is unlawful). Therefore, the question is in some way purely terminological.
Here appears the key of the critic of Jhering’s doctrine. This author made use of the same word (fault, Schuld)
to refer to two different sources of an obligation (enrichment, damage), which have different premises. The relevance of the person’s behavior in the case of the use of another’s thing and in the case of the destruction of
another’s thing is completely different. The obligation to return the possession does not depend on a valuation of
the conduct, unlike the obligation to redress the damage.
Anyway, it is better to limit the term unlawfulness to the conduct for the following reasons:
+If unlawfulness is referred to the damage, it should be considered as unlawful damage caused by a hailstorm,
a dog or a bear, which contradicts the normal way of speaking and the common social values. Law rules human
behavior.
+In case that unlawfulness means the same as damage (or especially protected damages), the requisite is fully
redundant.
+There is a great contradiction in the authors who defend that unlawfulness refers to the result when they accept the grounds of justification as defenses against the unlawfulness of the result. If the damage is unlawful, it
does not matter whether the actor behaved correctly; the unlawfulness of the result remains anyway.
Therefore, if the rejected point of view was consistent, it should consider the death of a human being in selfdefense as unlawful, for if the unlawfulness relates to the damage, the fact that the actor acted in self-defense
does not exclude the disvalue of the result (i.e. the death of a human being).
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Even more, if there is no unlawfulness until the damage has been brought about, an assaulted person may not
defend himself or carry out any of the justifying conducts until the damage has appeared [51].
+In contrast to the opinion that it is a nonsense that the proprietor of a land cannot repel the disturbance of a
trespasser, and at the same time the trespasser has the right to tread on the other’s land, it can be alleged that: the
fact that someone is proprietor of a land, and that he has in principle the right to repel any disturbance, does not
mean that his right is so absolute that it cannot be subjected to a balance of values, for no right is absolute, not
even life.
For example, if a robber hunts down a peaceful pedestrian and the latter has no way out than to tread on the
flowers that the garden’s proprietor so carefully looks after, we are before a state of necessity and the trespasser
does not have to redress the damage, since there is no unlawfulness in his conduct and he is trying to save his
life, not his assets.
Let us now imagine that someone is convinced with good reasons that a certain strip of land of her plot is hers,
and the neighbor thinks exactly the opposite. Probably, both are acting lawfully when treading on the controversial plot of land.
In the end, herein lies a profound matter of philosophy of law. Legal rules try to make social life as frictionless as possible, but there are cases in which it is impossible, even from a theoretical point of view, to avert
those frictions. Social life relates to human behavior, and this, in turn, relates to the person who acts.
Expressed in a slightly simplified way, it can be said that tort law presupposes that each citizen enjoys a
sphere of freedom in which to act. A good part of scholarship seems to have the presupposition that peoples’
sphere of freedom are tangent circles and, consequently, from this premise it is logical to think that the one who
interferes in another’s field of action, so bringing him damage, has to undo it, as general rule.
But that is not completely true. Due to our life in community and to the limited human being’s capacities, the
relationships between citizens presuppose that the freedom spheres are in a Venn relationship.

No matter how much we may wish the contrary in an ideal world, human beings’ action spheres are constantly in conflict. When we analyze, e.g., A’s conduct, what we check out is whether A has remained in his freedom
circle, granted by law. Only when A gets out of his sphere and harms B does tort law appear. And that is precisely the commutative justice which underlies tort law: whoever surpasses his or her sphere of action must undo
the damage caused.
In contrast, if A does not surpass his action circle and, notwithstanding, causes harm to B (confluence zone),
there is no reason to impose any liability on him. Commutative justice does not mean that anyone who harms
another has to compensate, because that leads to artificially shifting damage from one’s patrimony to another’s.
As stated by one prestigious scholar, “Society has no interest in the mere shifting of loss between individuals for
its own sake. The loss, by hypothesis, has already occurred” [52].
A different issue is whether B, in the confluence zone, which is also in her activities’ circle, can defend herself against the foreseeable damage coming from A. In my opinion, yes (as in the famous problem of the plank
of Carneades).
+And there is still a third question which appears frequently in the jurisdictions where there are not limit as to
the damages to be compensated. According to many scholars and courts’ decisions there is a supposed rule in
the field or torts: alterum non laedere (D 1.10.10.1; “you cannot cause damage to others”). But against this can
be cited the saying qui iure suo utitur, neminem laedit (“whoever uses his right, harms nobody”), Latin as well.
It can be easily observed that human beings steadily harm one another, and it has no legal consequence. Let us
see some examples: If one sets up a bar right opposite an existing one, it is possible that the latter’s profits will
decrease, but that damage is not to be compensated, for we live in market economy; if someone is in the queue
waiting to get a ticket for a theatre play, and the one just before him buys the last ticket, he cannot make anyone
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liable for that; neither do we compensate the harm suffered by a student who fails an exam although the teacher
acted on purpose; nor that endured by the prisoner in jail according to a right judicial decision; nor that borne
because my son takes drugs or marries someone I dislike; and so on.
In short, the basic rule since the Roman law is casum sentit dominus (see D. 19.2.15; “the owner bears the
damage”). To impose liability on someone a special justification is necessary.

3.2. Doctrine of the Unlawfulness of Conduct
3.2.1. General Remarks
Once rejected that unlawfulness does not refer to the outcome, let us consider the doctrine which thinks that it is
referred to the conduct.
As a consequence of the legal positivism and the inferiority complex of legal scholars to experimental
sciences, the legal norm is frequently seen as a purely logical procedure, that is, the conditional or hypothetical
syllogism: Given a universal norm and a particular case, if the case can be included in the universal norm, the
consequence of the universal norm must be applied.
In logical terms:
1. A → B (major premise).
2. A (minor premise)
3. B (conclusion).
[“→” = if…then]
In the field of torts:
1. If someone causes damage to another through an incorrect conduct (A), he is liable to compensate the
damage (B).
2. Tom has caused damage to Dick through an incorrect conduct (a).
3. Tom is liable to compensate Dick (b).
Notwithstanding, things are not that easy, because, as many authors have put forward, there is no certainty on
the premises of this supposed syllogism. This is what it is called enthymeme in logic; its role is not the demonstration, but giving probable arguments. That is why that it can be said that “The practice of law is not the discovery of truth; it is the art of persuasion” [53]; “legal reasoning entails a practice of argumentation. The reasons
given for the conclusions reached are to be measured by their persuasiveness, not by reference to some established true state of affairs” [54].
From my point of view, fixing what is lawful or not in the law of torts is eventually a question of balancing
values. In any harmful event, there are at least two competing values: the freedom of the acting person, on the
one hand, and the legal protected right or good which has been damaged, on the other hand.
When it is said that the wrongdoer has not behaved carefully, we are, deep down, comparing the relevance of
the damaged right and the degree of restriction or control of his freedom, which the tortfeasor should have exercised. As a good example, balance of values steadily appears in Court resolutions all over Europe on the topic of
conflicts between freedom of expression and right of privacy.
Consequently, it has been said by a very recognized author that “The Subsumption Formula is represented by
a scheme that works according to the rules of logic, the Weight Formula, by a scheme that works according to
the rules of arithmetic” [55]. However, that statement does not solve all problems, for trying to clear up any
weighting conflict means “that all the values to be considered as an object of a moral duty can be sorted out–as a
thermometer’s marks-like a unitary scale” [56], and it is exactly that, which is quite debatable.
Indeed, one of the problems of current ethics is that of incommensurability, which deep down is applicable to
the topic we are dealing with.
3.2.2. Negligence and Intentionality as Forms of Unlawfulness
1) Negligence.
Let us start with negligence. Defining negligence is almost impossible, apart from what has already been
stated.
What it is interesting here is not the study of all its problems and nuances, but the role which it plays in the
structure of tort law. From this point of view, the only characteristic of the aforementioned balance is that in this
case there is no intentionality in the actor. That is, let “A”, “B”, “C” and “I” be the values or factors to consider
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the correctness or incorrectness of a conduct, and let “I” be intentionality, there is a problem of negligence when
there is no “I” in the given case.
In logical terms: N → A Λ B Λ C ¬I
[“N” = negligence; “→” = if…then; “Λ” = and; “¬” = no]
Accordingly, it has been said that “negligence is not a state of mind, but a conduct that falls below the standard regarded as normal or desirable” [57].
2) Intentionality.
The inclusion of intentionality as an element of the unlawfulness of the conduct in Germany is due, above all,
to criminal law scholars, especially to the so called “final behavior doctrine” (finale Handlungslehre), whose
founder was the criminal law expert Hans Welzel (1904-77) [58]. Although this doctrine is nowadays rejected
even among German criminal law scholars, the idea that intentionality can be a basic factor in the assessment of
the unlawfulness of the conduct is generally accepted.
And, as a consequence, many criminal authors, German or not, have ended up considering that negligence has
to be as well a form of the unlawfulness of the criminal act. So, negligence and intentionality are not to do now
with fault in the subjective sense.
In contrast, tort law authors have not concerned themselves too much with intentionality, because they seem
to deem implicitly that what is to be compensated is the damage, and that the function of tort law is not to punish.
From this standpoint it would be the same whether the damage occurred intentionally or negligently.
However, the purpose of causing damage may have huge relevance in a variety of cases; and this “discovery”
can be considered as the main achievement of the German doctrine of the final behavior. Let us meditate on
some groups of cases:
+It is not necessary to infringe the norm of negligent conduct to be held liable. For instance, in Spain you
cannot drive in build-up areas over 50 km/h. Let us imagine that you drive your car at a speed of, say, 40 km/h
and you see a pedestrian crossing the street at a forbidden place (e.g. away from a pedestrian crossing); so, you
decide not to stop and eventually knock him down: we are before an unlawful conduct.
Here appears in all its strength what some criminal law authors call “assessment norm” (Bewertungsnorm);
since the law tries to protect certain goods, the will of damaging them may lead to liability, no matter what
means the wrongdoer uses.
+It may widen the scope of the protected goods or rights, goods which would not be protected in an instance
of negligence.
-For example, under Spanish law the breach of an engagement of marriage does not lead to an action in tort
for psychological damage (art 42 CC), but it would probably be different if the intention of the promise was just
to deceive the promisee, because of, say, a bet with a friend.
-The will of harming can likewise explain a lot of cases of the French doctrine (accepted in other jurisdictions)
of the abuse de droit. So, when you construct a fake high chimney with the only intention of disturbing the view
of the neighbor (famous case before the Courd’Appel Colmar, 2 May 1855, Recuil Dalloz Periodique et Critique,
1856-II, 9). It is also very well known in Germany a decision of the Amtsgericht of Münster (Neue Juristische
Wochenschrift, 1983, 2886) in which the Court accepted the so-called negative action against a neighbor who
had put little stones, a rubbish skip and two buckets on the edge of his property, so impeding his own view of
the scrap with a little wall, but leaving the view open to his neighbor.
-Some cases of the so called interference with contractual relations. Of course, this can be only a ground for
compensation if the one who interferes acts in the knowledge of that contractual relation.
+Even on the topic of liability of parents for acts of their children, it is commonly said that if the parents are
liable when the minor acts negligently, all the more so when the damage is caused on purpose. Yet, everyone is
aware of the fact that it is not the same to control a naughty boy as a serial killer, even if he is under 18. Spanish
Courts are quite strict with the responsibility of parents, but as an exception acquitted them in a case in which
the minor—a 17 year-old-committed a rape (STS 2 March 1994, RJ 2097).
In short, as we have already seen, the way of deciding whether a conduct is unlawful is a balance of values,
and the will to cause the harm is another factor (following the aforementioned example: “I”) to take into account.
The function of this factor is neither to increase the measure of damage nor the compensation nor to punish the
tortfeasor, but to make unlawful an act that otherwise would not be wrongful.
Therefore, whoever has special knowledge or skill, for whatever reason, must behave according to those skills,
that is, better than the human being considered as the standard. For example, if the life-guard of a swimming
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pool sees someone drowning, it is not enough for him to swim as fast as the standard guard; he has to use all his
skills [59]. Why? Here again arises the valuation norm; that conscious contempt of another person’s life is not
tolerated by either criminal law or tort law. The same could be said of the surgeon who knows very special techniques.
And now we have one important conclusion: unlawfulness refers not only to a conduct, but to a state of mind
too. The proposed dichotomy of the unlawfulness between external conduct and state of mind is false; it can be
one, the other or both at the same time. Unlawfulness is certainly a very complex concept.
3) Defenses or grounds of justification.
In all jurisdictions, both in criminal and tort law, authors collect a number of reasons that avoid the unlawfulness of an apparently wrongful act. Some times (especially in the area of Common Law) the list is quite miscellaneous [60], including all kinds of possible defenses; in contrast, in other countries a distinction is made between grounds of justification and grounds of excuse.
In this subsection I will only deal with those defenses which bar the qualification of wrongful of an intentional act. It is common here to mention self-defense, state of necessity, mistake, consent, certain acts of public authorities, and so on.
Legal authors tend to consider that a harmful act is unlawful, except when there is a defense. And the burden
of proof lies with the defendant [61] Thus, defense is the exception which proves the rule that a voluntary damage implies a tort.
This way of thinking is not convincing at all. First of all, we have to distinguish between substantive and procedural law. The burden of proof is a procedural rule which must be differentiated from the substantive assessment of whether an act is tortious or not.
But even in the procedural field, the statement that the burden of proof lies always with the defendant is dubious. Let us think, for instance, in the cases of assault and battery committed by the police in the exercise of
their duties. From a statistical point of view, most of them are done according to the law, so it has been said with
good reason that “It is clear that the burden of disproving claims of public or private defense rests on the prosecution” [62].
Furthermore, speaking of defenses implies a way of thinking which follows in the wake of the procedural law
[63]. From the substantive point of view, the assessment of whether a conduct is unlawful must be made as a
whole. Therefore, the sentence “Whoever murders someone intentionally acts unlawfully, except when there is
any ground of justification” does not embrace any independent statement, but, deep down, merely repeats the
premise; that is, to act unlawfully, it is necessary to act unlawfully.
Anyway, considering just substantive law, these defenses work in this way: let “A”, “B” and “C” be the values or factors which make a conduct unlawful because of negligence. In a certain case one of these values is
missing, but in turn the value “I” (intentionality) is present. We say then that the act is unlawful, except when
there is any ground of justification, say, “J”, “K” or “L”. But if we ponder the question carefully, we see that “J”,
“K” and “L” have relevance in order to consider the act unlawful if and only if “I” (intentionality) is present.
Otherwise they are irrelevant. So, let “I”, “J”, “K” and “L” be a group of valuation, as “A”, “B”, “C” were as
well a group of valuation, there is unlawfulness when there is intentionality and no defense in the given case.
In logical terms: U → I ¬J ¬K ¬L
[“U” = unlawfulness; “→” = if…then; “¬” = no]
For this reason the grounds of justification should be considered within the intentional act, and not as an independent requisite, applicable as much to intentionality as to negligence. In this regard, the current criminal law
treatises which consider unlawfulness a completely different element of a crime whose only function is to examine whether there is any ground of justification must be considered incorrect.
The consequence from my point of view is that the grounds of justification are not a miscellaneous list, but
only those elements of it which bar the intentionality of the conduct as an element of unlawfulness.
4) Partial conclusion.
Now the first clear conclusion of this paper can be drawn: There are two possible ways of evaluating whether
an act is according or not to the law: negligence or intentionality (when all the elements of negligence are not
present). And we need a concept which embodies the wrongfulness in both cases. This can be named fault,
wrongfulness, incorrectness, unlawfulness or whatever we choose.
So in the end: U → (A B C) V (I ¬J ¬K ¬L)
[“U” = unlawfulness; → = if…then;“V” = disjunction; “¬” = no]
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On the other hand, the formula (A B C) Λ (I ¬J ¬K ¬L) [“Λ” = and] is irrelevant because (A B C) are already
enough to consider the action unlawful and intentionality does not add anything to the unlawfulness (for instance, shooting at someone in a crowded street), except in those countries were punitive damages are accepted.

4. Fault or Blameworthiness
In my opinion to make the defendant liable for a tortious conduct a further element is required, which is that he
or she enjoys the necessary physical and psychical capacities to meet the standard of behavior of what has been
called lawfulness. I will try to justify this.
Mentally ill and minors are not liable in tort in most jurisdictions. In some of them they can be liable only in
an equitable way (Germany, Switzerland, Italy and Portugal); that is, according to the economical means of the
persons involved.
In other jurisdictions only minors are not liable for their acts, if they are very young; the mentally ill always
are (Common Law; France after 1968, the Netherlands [64]).
The decision of some statutory or case law to make insane people always liable and the difference of treatment with children give rise to some problems, which will be briefly dealt with in this context:
a) The liability of mentally ill persons is against the tradition coming from Roman law and it can lead to absurd decisions. For example, French Cour de Cassation, 4 February 1981: man in a shop who suffers a heart attack, loses consciousness and falls on a woman, causing her injuries. The inferior Court had condemned him to
compensate the damages, notwithstanding his appeal that he had acted without fault, supported by the fact that
he had undergone a medical check few months before. Finally the Court de Cassation overruled the inferior decision, dismissing the case on the base that losing consciousness is not a mental disorder [65].
At the bottom, the problem of blame is one of grounds of excuse. Law starts from the basic point that all citizens can behave according to certain criteria. But there are people who cannot, due to mental o physical reasons,
and the European tradition is to free them from liability. It is a case of legal decision according to a moral valuation, and full of sense.
b) It is completely inconsistent to treat children and mentally ill persons in a different way. If we consider that
whoever acts unlawfully has to redress the damage, it must be for everybody, no matter whether she is a child, a
lunatic or a recent immigrant to south Europe who does not still know what a red traffic light means.
c) In Common Law it is frequently said, on the one hand, that “The standard of care applied to an adult suffering mental impairment or psychological disturbance remains the standard of the reasonable prudent person of
normal intelligence, judgment and rationality”; on the other hand, “children are not subjected to the reasonable
person standard but are instead held to a standard that is largely subjective. A minor, even an older one, is required to conduct himself only with the care of a minor of his own age, intelligence, and experience in similar
circumstances” [66].
This opinion can be considered a mistake: lawfulness means a standard of behavior, no matter the personal
conditions of the defendant, and the one who does not meet that standard acts unlawfully.

5. Criticism of the Concept of Unlawfulness Presented Here
The way of thinking presented here has other supporters (with nuances, of course), but it has been subjected to
criticism. The main point is this: What is the distinction between unlawfulness and blame for, if in the end
blameless actors are not held liable?
From my point of view, there are arguments which can clearly support the opinion held here:
-The principal one is the attitude of a third party when someone is acting lawfully and another unlawfully,
though the latter is a minor or a mentally ill person. For example, if a mentally ill person attacks someone who is
taking a peaceful stroll, the policeman who sees it has to defend the peaceful pedestrian.
-The so-called fault of the victim of the damage. Especially in the cases of strict liability, like defective products, car accidents in some jurisdictions, and so on, the damaged person has the duty, or at least the burden, of
behaving according to a certain standard; otherwise, she has no right to compensation. That is, we are not talking
here of an unconditional command, but of a hypothetical imperative or technical norm: if you want to have the
right of compensation for the damage suffered from, behave in a certain way. For instance, if a minor swallows
a large amount of pills from a bottle against the directions of use of the medicine, there is no liability of the
company which makes them, despite this so-called strict liability.
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-The vicarious liability of companies for acts of their employees. The liability arises out of an unlawful act, no
matter the physical or mental state of the employee is. The same can be said of the parent’s liability for acts of
their children. This removes the obstacles which raise polysemous expressions such as fault, faute (French) Verschulden (German and Dutch) or culpa (Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and French), so there is sometimes a distinction between faute or culpa in objective (unlawfulness) and subjective sense (blamelessness), or even force
to use expressions like this: “act which would be unlawful if it was done by the standard adult” [67]. In fact,
what the author wanted to express was that the action was unlawful, but not to blame two completely different
things.
The second criticism that can be made of this work is that it has a very “continental” focus on the problem,
which will make it useless for Common Law lawyers, and, in the end, it frustrates the desired approach to a
unique law of torts in Europe.
There is no easy way out of this argument without getting into an analysis of the Common Law of torts. Anyway, I will limit myself here to make some considerations which deserve more space and depth.
The Common Law of torts is based on an old system of actions, according to which, each kind of damage has
its own action, which has to be correctly put forward by the plaintiff (more or less like in classical Roman law).
And, “Although the forms of action were abolished by the Judicature Acts of 1873 and 1875 an understanding of
modern tort of law is impossible without an appreciation of the writ system and of the most important forms of
action that developed under it” [68].
That is why there is usually no general part of tort law in Common Law books, except an introductory chapter;
thereafter, each tort is addressed. So, for instance, causation is not studied generally, but as negligence; in some
books, the grounds of justification or excuse are displayed for each tort, and so on.
The continental approach is more abstract, setting up basic concepts and later the problems are studied gathered together round certain common features, but without losing the general perspective. For instance, nuisance is a specific tort, whereas in continental law it is dealt with either under the right of property and the relations among neighbors or just as a set of problems in a special situation. In doing so, the concepts are not repeated, e.g., if the nuisance is intentional or negligent.
Any process of learning and researching needs concepts and abstraction (without getting into the dispute between realism and nominalism), and definitely each Common Law tort is an abstraction of ontologically unique
cases. But, of course, an excess of abstraction can lead to the conceptualism of the 19th century German speaking scholars, because abstraction demands comparison, and one of the main problems of jurisprudence is the argument of analogy, because it requires identity of reason, but that identity is a matter of valuation and not of
logic.
So, in the end, what really matters is a functional approach [69]. And what is humbly defended here is, first of
all, that one problem is whether certain goods or values are protected or not by the law and another is that there
are acts (or omissions) of human beings that can be against the law. Secondly, against the law means in tort law
either intention or negligence, and ground of justification is a concept only applicable to intentional acts, because negligence in itself means unlawful. Thirdly, acting against the law is different from being excused by the
law. And, finally, all these questions can arise about any tort in any of the countries considered.
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